Sleep EEG synchronization mechanisms and activation of interictal epileptic spikes.
The temporal course of sleep interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs) has been studied focusing their relationship with the temporal course of the main sleep-EEG frequency bands that is thought to reflect the action of different synchronization neural mechanisms. The existence of a mutually exclusive mechanism between spindles and delta waves should be reflected in a mutually exclusive facilitation of IEDs activation by slow wave activity (SWA) and sigma activity (SA) during synchronized NREM sleep. We reanalyzed data from 19 children and 15 adult patients affected by different partial epileptic syndromes. The temporal series of SWA, SA and theta band (TB), derived from spectral analysis, were obtained from a spike-free and pathologic alteration-free derivation, controlateral to the most active lead, where the IEDs count was performed. Relationships between SA, SWA and TB and time series of IEDs were tested by means of correlation techniques after data normalization. A positive correlation of spike distribution with SWA time course has been found in the majority of adults. Only a few adult patients showed IEDs that were correlated with SA or TB. Conversely SA was shown to be positively correlated with spiking in many different epileptic syndromes of childhood. Moreover, in the contest of the NREM sleep cycle an inverse relationship between the SWA and SA mode of spike activation has been detected. Overall results give evidence that 3 main rhythmic spectral components that characterize sleep EEG can exert positive influences on IEDs production. Our studies demonstrate that within NREM sleep the facilitating influences on IEDs production exerted separately by either spindle activity or delta synchronization mechanisms can be detected. Moreover, a mutually exclusive mechanism between SA and SWA oscillations is detectable in the opposite relationship of the correlation between IEDs and the two bands in the central part of the NREM cycle.